
PROCESS
For my studio project I designed a light apperture with parameters that considered 
wall thickness, light aperture diameter, and glass thickness. In addition to these para-
meters, I’ve decided to include the suns path to respond to solar potential on the site.

The design incorporates the path of the sun by following its trajectory  as an attractor curve
to illustate the suns potential. The components apperture is therefore able to increase in accordance to
proximity tothe sun, and provide the highest solar potential through the aperture. As the sun changes positions
through the day, the potential of the component is maintained. As the sun rises and sets, the Apperture would 
be widest at the base, and during  the middle of the day, the aperture would be widest at the top.

This component is rendered at the top of the shagannapi site, on a peak that interacts with the sun and tree 
line. I wanted to choose an image that captured the scope of the sun’s influence as an attractor curve. The
highlights and shadows within the image provide a gradient of brightness that express the suns changing 
potential throughout the day.

IMAGE MANIPULATION & PSEUDOCODE
1.) Define the size of site image. 
2.) Place Image on a grid and 2D populate
3.) Through box morph, incorporate the 
parameters with the box.
4.) Create 3 split lists for different brightnesses
intensities.
5.) Using data from split list of darkest colors,
plug in the component that responds to an 
absence of sun (minimized aperture).
6.) Using data from split list of brightest colors,
plug in the component that responds to 
direct sunlight (maximized aperture).
7.) Using data from split list of lighter Grey 
colors, plug in the component that responds
 to partial obstruction of sun (unchanged 
aperture).

This render displays the celebrations of 
light penetrating the aperture at different 
instances, based on the brightness values 
obtained from the site image. Accordingly, 
the material property of the wood had 
been altered to reflect the difference in 
shade that they depict. 

The original component I designed was comprised of 
three parameters that allowed adaptation to its surro-
undings and to the quality of light it introduced into a 
space. The first parameter is the aperture size, allowing 
a certain amount of light into a space. The second 
paramter is the glass thickness, determining the intens-
ity of light able to enter a space. And the final para-
meter is the thickness of the frame that the glass is 
embeded in, which reflects the building material it 
may reside in.
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